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McMillan Introduces New Stock and Custom Action for 2009

Phoenix (May 16, 2009) – McMillan Group International announces new two products, the Adjustable M3A
stock and the McMillan G30 Control Round Feed Action for 2009. Both products are based on existing
products sold by McMillan.
According to Kelly McMillan, president, “We are committed to developing products with input received
through our ongoing dialog with professional, competitive and enthusiast shooters.” The company spends
considerable efforts connecting with shooters at competitive events, in chat rooms, and at industry events.
“Our new products are a result of such dialog,” adds McMillan.
McMillan Introduces the Adjustable M3A Stock
The Adjustable M3A stock is a new version of McMillan’s standard M3A with an adjustable integral
cheekpiece, which allows both vertical and horizontal adjustment. It is available with either the standard two
thumbscrew lock elevator posts or with the thumbwheel elevator mechanism.
McMillan Introduces the McMillan G30 Control Round Feed Action
McMillan introduces a new action, McMillan G30 Control Round Feed Action, in addition to the popular
McMillan G30 Push Feed Action. The McMillan G30 Control Round Feed Action, features a 3-position wing
safety: fire, safe, and safe with bolt lock. The G30 bolt is designed to close on a round already in the chamber.
The action grabs a round from the magazine and holds it firmly in the boltface for positive feeding and
extraction. Both actions are foundational to the McMillan rifles.

About McMillan
Operating companies in the McMillan family now include
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks
McMillan Fiberglass Stocks manufactures custom rifle stocks and accessories. Product areas
include Tactical, Competition, Benchrest, Hunting & Sport, and Ultralight. Customers include
shooters, military, law enforcement, government agencies, custom gunsmiths and OEM rifle
manufacturers. Manufacturing
capacity has recently expanded to accommodate the strong demand for the
extensive product line.
McMillan Operator Development
McMillan Operator Development offers advanced tactical training for military
and law enforcement. This company also produces the annual McMillan Operator Challenge, an
international event for elite tactical professionals.
(more)
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McMillan Machine Company (formerly McBros)
McMillan Machine Company is a contract manufacturer of precision machined
parts. Industry specializations include firearms, aerospace and other applications where precision
tolerances must be held. Capabilities include multi-axis CNC and EDM processes.
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing
McMillan Firearms Manufacturing manufactures and markets the McMillan rifles. The company
includes tactical and hunting divisions.
McMillan Tactical Products
McMillan Tactical Products markets custom tactical rifles, gear and accessories designed
for the specialized needs of military and law enforcement.
McMillan Hunting Products
McMillan Hunting Products develops and markets a line of premium custom hunting
rifles and products. The new line will launch in 2008.
McMillan Group International
McMillan Group International is the corporate parent for a family of companies committed to
excellence in the firearms industry.
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